
The Huawei P9 professional mode gives 
you complete control over the core 
functions of the camera. It is easy to 
activate and simple to use. With the 
Huawei P9, you will be taking photos with a 
professional edge.

Add dimension to your 
photograph by blurring 
the background, or 
magically bring everything 
into focus. Create 
stunning images with the 
wide aperture effect.

P9 professional mode

Wide aperture

Artistic & Professional
Photography

Professional ‘Bokeh’ effects even after the image is captured.

The Huawei P9 has two Leica Summarit H 1:2.2/27 ASPH lenses 
built in for a revolutionary experience on your smartphone.

Dual lens

The Huawei P9 captures striking black and white, as well as 
brilliantly coloured images that are hallmarks of Leica. More light 
is captured with an RGB and monochrome sensor. Get 
incredible shots with the phone's algorithm that is designed to 
combine colours taken by the RGB sensor and details by the 
monochrome sensor.

Ground-breaking Leica
Dual Lens Technology

*A new or refurbished phone may be provided as replacement if the repair takes 
more than 3 days or 3 visits, only available for phone sent in to Plaza Singapura 
Customer Service Centre.

All rights reserved. Specifications are subjected to change without notice. The availibility of particular 
products and services may vary among regions. Please check with a Huawei dealer near you.

Enjoy unparalleled care for your Huawei P9.

Door-to-door delivery
Hassle-free pick up and drop off of phones for repairs.

Free screen replacement
One-time screen replacement within the first year
of purchase. 

3 days repair promise
Receive a new phone if the repair exceeds 3 days.*

2 years warranty
Get one plus one more year of phone protection.

1 stop in-app solution
Access quick solutions with the pre-installed
HiCare App.

consumer.huawei.com/sgHuaweiMobileSingaporeHuaweiMobileSG

At Huawei, we are committed to developing exciting and 
innovative products for every lifestyle. Experience our 
devices for yourself and discover why more and more 

consumers are embracing Huawei as their preferred choice.

Huawei Flagship Store & Customer Service Centre
68 Orchard Road, Plaza Singapura #03-78, Singapore 238839

Service Centre Opening Hours: 11am - 8pm (Mon - Sun)
Closed on Public Holidays

Your authorised Huawei dealer:

True Leica experience with redesigned UI and real shutter sound.

The P9 offers 3 film modes to ensure images are timeless and 
have a unique emotional resonance.

Leica film mode

Leica’s authentic monochrome delivers highly detailed 
images with distinct contrast to get the measured tone of a 
timeless photo.

Authentic monochrome mode

Leica Experience &
Photo Quality



Discover a more vivid world that’s even closer to natural colours 
on a stunning 5.2” Full HD display with 96% colour saturation 
and high contrast.

Bold, colourful display

The Huawei P9 is crafted by some of the world’s top industrial 
designers to achieve a visually stunning design, boasting 
diamond-cut edges rounded out by beautiful curvatures. The 
phone is extremely slim, measuring at 6.95mm and weigh only 
a mere 144g.

Premium metal & ultra slim unibody
with a large display

A Design Fit For
All Occasions

Contrast: Highest
Motion: Most
Light: Most

Contrast: High
Motion: Little
Light: High

Capture sharp images with our built-in dual-core Image Sensor 
Processor (ISP), professional Digital Sensor Processor (DSP), 
and depth measurement ISP for improved image focusing, 
speed, and processing.

Clear, fast, precise imagery

Take photos with incredible speed, depth, and clarity with the 
‘Hybrid Focus’ technology that uses laser focus, depth 
measurement, and contrast.

Huawei P9 takes great photos even under challenging focus 
conditions.

Great Image Focus In All
Types Of Conditions

Stay charged for longer usage with its 3000mAh high-capacity 
battery. The new Huawei P9 gives you more hours to call, 
connect, play, and watch videos without having to worry about 
running out of power.

Thanks to its highly efficient Kirin 955 chip with SmartPower 
technology, you can enjoy non-stop music for up to 56 hours*.

Long-lasting performance

Triple antenna (Signal+ 2.0)
Built with a virtual Triple antenna, you don’t need to 
worry about covering signal spots that may cause 
fluctuating signal conditions.

Superior connectivity (Wi-Fi 2.0)
Automatically ranks and connects to the strongest 
available Wi-Fi network.

Secure. Accurate. Convenient
Benefit from enhanced security on your phone and 
unlock it with ease with the enhanced fingerprint sensor.

Convenience

Convenient &
Worry-Free Usage

Specifications may change without notice. Images are for illustration purposes only. Colour may vary, colours and
features may not be available in all market. Please check with local retailers for exact offer.

145x70.9x6.95mm/~144g

Titanium Grey/Mystic Silver
/Prestige Gold

5.2” FHD Screen, 2.5D 1080p (1920x1080) 16.7M Colors

HUAWEI Kirin 955 (64-bit),
Octa-core (4x2.5 GHz A72 + 4x1.8 GHz A53)

3GB RAM + 32GB ROM

TDD LTE: Band38/39/40/41

FDD LTE: Band1/3/4/7/20

TD-SCDMA: Band34/39

UMTS:Band1/2/4/5/8

GSM: 850/950/1800/1900MHz

Second SIM: 

GSM 850/900/1800/1900MHz

GPS/A-GPS/Glonass/BDS

Wi-Fi 2.4G/5G, a/b/g/n/ac with Wi-Fi Direct
support BT4.2, support BLE

USB Type C (High Speed USB)

Fingerprint Sensor, G-Sensor, Gyroscope 
Sensor, Compass, Ambient Light Sensor, 

Proximity Sensor, Hall Effect Sensor

Main Camera
12MP x 2, F2.2

Leica
BSI CMOS

Dual-tone Flash
Front Camera

8MP, F2.4

Audio decoding formats: MP3, MIDI, AMR-NB,
AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, AMR-WB, WMA2-9, RA, PCM, 

OGG, and FLAC
Audio file formats: MP3, MP4, 3GP, MP4, 3GP, 

WMA, OGG, AMR, AAC, FLAC, WAV, MIDI, and RA

Video decoding formats: 4K video, H.265, 
H.264, H.263, MPEG-4, MPEG-2, RV7-10, 

Xvid, VP8, WMV9
Video file formats: 3GP, MP4, WMV, 

RM,RMVB, and ASF

Image decoding formatsL PNG, GIF (static), JPEG,
BMP, WEBP, and WBMP

Image file formats: PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, WEBP,
and WBMP

Android™ 6.0, EMUI 4.1

3000mAh (Typical)

Haze Gold

4GB RAM + 64GB ROM

TDD LTE: Band38/39/40/41

FDD LTE: Band1/2/3/4/5/6/7

/8/12/17/18/19/20/26

TD-SCDMA: Band34/39

UMTS:Band1/2/4/5/6/8/19

GSM: 850/950/1800/1900MHz

Second SIM: 

GSM 850/900/1800/1900MHZ

Product Parameter Standard Deluxe

Size and weight

Colour

Display

CPU

Memory

Network

GPS

Connectivity

Sensors

Camera

Audio

Video

Image

User Interface

Battery

Specifications

Download this App to get the best 
professional help right now!

What are you waiting for?

Search for the addresses and numbers of 
your local service centers.

Service centers

Search for your local hotline numbers and 
working hours.

Hotline numbers

Check to see if your Huawei product is 
covered under warranty. 

Warranty status

You can send emails to Huawei customer service 
to provide your feedback.

Feedback

Access on-time solutions with our live chat support.
Online services 

Get a price estimation for Out-of-warranty repairs. 
Spare part prices

Huawei
HiCare

Huawei Flagship Store &
Customer Service Centre
68 Orchard Road,
Plaza Singapura #03-78,
Singapore 238839

Service Centre Opening Hours:
11am - 8pm (Mon - Sun)
Closed on Public Holidays

Service Hotline: 800 852 6666
(Toll-free) 9am - 9pm, daily

Web Chat available 
http://consumer.huawei.com/sg/support

HuaweiMobileSingapore


